MERLIN ENTERTAINMENTS LIMITED
LINK HOUSE
25 WEST STREET
POOLE
DORSET
BH15 1LD
UNITED KINGDOM

FAO Kathryn Dunne
Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
2 The Square
Bristol BS1 6PM
By Email Only: LondonResort@planninginspectorate.gov.uk
Dear Sir / Madam

28 May 2021

APPLICATION BY LONDON RESORT COMPANY HOLDINGS (“APPLICANT”) FOR A DEVELOPMENT
CONSENT ORDER (BC080001) UNDER THE PLANNING ACT 2008
We – Merlin Entertainments Group – write in respect of the above application submitted to the Planning
Inspectorate on 4 January 2021 and accepted for examination on 28 January 2021. Merlin Entertainments Group
submitted its relevant representation to the examination on 31 March 2021 (a copy accompanies this letter and
can also be accessed online). [Our identification number, as a registered Interested Party, is 20027911.]
1. We also refer to recent correspondence from LRCH, the Applicant, in a letter dated 15 April 2021
requesting an extension of four months to the pre-examination stage to “further engage in order to deliver
an effective and robust on-site and off-site mitigation strategy in acknowledgement of the SSSI Notification”
and to make “revisions to the submissions prepared in support of the application” and your subsequent
acceptance of that request. You specifically asked LRCH to consider PINS Advice note 16.
2. It is apparent from the Applicant’s letter of 12 May 2021 and its accompanying schedules that information
to be provided relates to far more than the SSSI notification. Indeed, they include a document described as
“Supporting Resort and Leisure Market Assessment”, which plainly has no direct relevance to the SSSI status.
There are multiple changes to application plans and other application documents. The submissions by LRCH
make no reference to consultation with the public and no reference to consultation with interested parties
such as ourselves. There is no response to your request that LRCH consider PINS Advice Note 16.
3. We have taken legal advice and it is clear from representations received from a number of interested parties
in the intervening period that full details of matters envisaged by the Applicant’s 12 May letter were not
consulted upon at the statutory consultation stage so that proper consultation was not carried out prior
to submission of the application.
4. Furthermore, since the information now proposed to be submitted was not published alongside the
application, by extension the pre-examination stage notification and invitation for relevant representations
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